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The Eight Mansions Feng Shui "House Gua" System
Every kind of building belongs to one of 8 different energy pattern "types" according to this
ancient interior Feng Shui method.
The 8 types are associated with the 8 root family trigrams which are called GUA in Chinese. In
translating the well known term BaGua: "Ba" means 8 and "Gua" means trigram.
These 8 Gua form the foundation of the Chinese I Ching Book of Changes. Each represents a
different kind of life essence and aspect of life. All are individual yet intertwined.
Discovering your home or workspaces GUA will enable you to know the location of some of its
most auspicious directions so you can tap into these special chi fields and be in the natural
flow of good luck.

What's Your Type?
To determine your building type it is best to take a compass reading and learn precisely which
direction your home is oriented at.
[For easy directions see my free report: ["How to Get an Accurate Compass Reading."]
The compass direction at the back of your home or office, called the "sitting" direction, is
what determines your building's "GUA."
Example:
• With your back to the front of your home facing across the street you will get a
compass reading for the "facing" direction of your house.
• If your home is "facing" North at the front, then it follows that the back of your home
would be "sitting" in the opposite direction which in this case would be South.
• Therefore the GUA for this example would be LI the GUA trigram for South
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The Eight "GUA" Types
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The Simple Way to Boost your
Favorable GUA Directions
It is always considered auspicious if your front Entrance, bedrooms and/or personal office fall
into the most favorable building directions.
• Simply sleeping or working in one of your best directions keeps the energy in
these areas engaged and moving.
• Even if you can't do the above you can energize these directions by keeping them
well lit with natural or artificial lighting.
• A small fan or electrical objects can spark these areas up as well.
• Open the windows for at least one hour a day to encourage fresh air coming from
these favorable sectors to circulate throughout all of the space.
• If your main Entrance is located in one of the beneficial GUA directions everyone in
the house or office will be nourished from the location of this fortunate "mouth of chi."
If your main Entrance, bedroom or personal office do not fall into these particular good
directions, not to worry!
There are many other ways of creating chi fields that resonate with good luck. Every direction
has the potential to become good if you know what to do with it.

If you have any questions or would like some personal assistance,
contact:

Beth@RedPeony.com
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4 Kinds of Good Luck!
#1 Your "Sheng Chi" Direction:

#2 Your "Tien Yee" Direction:

- Money and Success luck
- Fully active and life generating chi;
vitality and virility
- Status/Authority in Career
- Productivity; making things happen
and getting them done.
- Good area for people who tend to be
too passive
- If this section of your house is missing
or impaired in some way it may
weaken vitality or wealth potential.

- Good health luck - the "Heavenly
Doctor" direction
- Sleeping here can benefit recovery
from illness and physical rejuvenation
- Luck in finding Helpful People who
have noble qualities, power or special
skills to help you
- If this section of your house is missing
or impaired in some way it may
weaken your support in times of need.

#3 Your "Yien Nien" Direction:

#4 Your "Fu Wei" Direction:

- Relationship harmony
- This includes romantic, family, friends,
business, networking
- Supports the quality of charisma and
your ability to "sweet talk" so people
in sales, PR, Marketing, teaching,
entertainment and anyone looking for
romance or improving their social
skills can activate this direction
- If this section of your house is missing
or impaired in some way relationship
harmony may suffer.

- This direction benefits stability,
security and peace
- Generates a type of chi beneficial
for deep thought or meditation;
creativity; development of spirituality
and wisdom
- Good for calming extreme A type
personalities, hyperactive children,
or insomniacs
- If this part of your house is missing or
impaired in some way stability and
peace of mind may suffer.

Where is the Good Luck in Your House and Office?
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Eight Mansions Worksheet
My Home's Lucky Eight Mansions Directions are:
Money/Success/Career/Vitality/Productivity
Health and Helpful People
Relationships
Peace/Stability/Wisdom

My Office's Lucky Eight Mansions Directions are:
Money/Success/Career/Vitality/Productivity
Health and Helpful People
Relationships
Peace/Stability/Wisdom

Example: A house is facing East.
• This means that the back of the house or "sitting" is in the opposite direction which
in this case is West.
• The "GUA" for the West direction is TUI which belongs to the Metal element in the
Chinese 5 Element system.
• Find the chart for TUI and note the 4 auspicious directions:
Sheng Chi

direction:

Northwest

Tien Yi

direction:

Southwest

Yien Nien

direction:

Northeast

Fu Wei

direction:

West

• See what parts of your house fall into these directions and how you might utilize them
to better advantage.
• What is there right now? Have you placed your shredder here? Are these areas cluttered
and blocking the good chi from circulating?
• Increase the beauty and keep these directions fresh and in good repair
• Add a meaningful, symbolic object to these directions to strengthen your intention for
each kind of luck.
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